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Family Car Buyers to Benefit from
Pedestrian Auto Braking on New Safety
Top-Scorer

• Pedestrian Auto Brake on new Renault Scenic ensures five star
NCAP safety rating

• Kia Niro hybrid Crossover gains maximum Euro NCAP star rating
with safety pack –but buyers miss out on AEB unless they choose
the top-of-the-range model

New cars that will appeal to family-oriented buyers are leading the way in
prioritising the highest levels of safety as standard, according to test results



issued today by the European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP).

The new Renault Scenic, available in the UK later this year, achieves a five-
star Euro NCAP rating, with its Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
key in gaining the top score. The Scenic has a full suite of Autonomous
Emergency Braking (AEB) technology as standard across every model and trim
in the range. This means that City AEB is operating in lower speed conditions
to prevent crashes and Inter-Urban AEB is working at higher speeds to give
additional protection*. The vehicle is also equipped with pedestrian
protection AEB, which improves the safety of vulnerable road users by
detecting their presence and braking automatically if a collision is likely
because a driver has not seen them.

Watch video on YouTube here

“Pedestrian AEB testing was introduced into the Euro NCAP tests in 2016 as
part of a drive to lower the number people killed or seriously injured in the
UK as a result of collision with a vehicle,” explained Andrew Miller, Chief
Technical Officer at Thatcham Research and current Euro NCAP President and
Chairman of the Board. “The fact that the new Renault Scenic is equipped
with the technology as part of its AEB functionality is an indication that car
makers are responding to the growing pressure on them to consider all road
users, not just vehicle occupants.”

More than 5,000 people are killed or seriously injured every year on UK roads
** and a reduction in this number would be a very significant benefit of all
new cars having AEB fitted as standard.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1dbLKx86hw


“Autonomous Emergency Braking is a proven life-saver that significantly
reduces the likelihood of a crash,” commented Thatcham Research Chief
Executive, Peter Shaw. “Having AEB technology on every model of every new
car should now be standard practice for car makers. Renault is to be
applauded for recognising this as the responsible course of action.”

New Cars Launched in 2016 Give Wider Choice of Safety as Standard

Buyers looking at cars that traditionally appeal to family oriented drivers now
have an improved choice of vehicles with a top Euro NCAP score and high
level of safety as standard. The new Renault Scenic, available in the UK later
this year, is a clear leader in the small MPV market on standard fitment of
Autonomous Emergency Braking, ahead of other vehicles such as Volkswagen
Touran that have the same safety rating but offer AEB on some trim levels
only as an option.

Euro NCAP’s Small Off-Road 4x4 (SUV) category includes two recently
launched five-star vehicles that perform strongly on active safety feature
fitment, the Volkswagen Tiguan and the SEAT Ateca.

Kia’s new Niro Crossover, which will also be competing for attention from
family car buyers, performed very well in crash tests and gained a five-star
Euro NCAP rating when fitted with the optional safety pack, but unfortunately
only the top-of-the-range First Edition model has AEB.

AEB is available on 63% of new cars launched this year, compared to the
average of 48% availability*** across all new cars on sale in the UK.

* Claims data for crashes involving vehicles with both these AEB technologies
shows that Inter-Urban systems can deliver an additional 24% reduction in third
party claims over and above the 21% reduction provided by a basic City system.

** Department for Transport Reported Road Casualties in Great Britain 2014
reveal 446 pedestrians killed and 5,063 seriously injured.

*** Thatcham Research data reveals that AEB is fitted as standard on 21% of new
cars available in the UK and optional on a further 27%.



Thatcham Research is the independent voice of automotive safety & repair,
advising motorists, insurers and vehicle manufacturers to help reduce
accident frequency, severity and costs and to realise the vision of ‘Safer cars,
fewer crashes’.

As well as its world leading crash and track research, Thatcham
Research tests and accredits crash repair parts, vehicle repair technicians, and
a number of other products and services within the collision repair industry
for insurers, motor manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and suppliers.

A founder member of the international Research Council for Automobile
Repairs (RCAR), Thatcham Research has also been a member of the European
New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP) since 2004.
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